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Introduction
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·UAV has become popular and widely used in various-•"Unmanned Aerial VehIcle"; an curaaft with no human pilot

on board. Sorneumes caIed UAS (Unmanned Airc:ratl
System) Of drones

•



What is UAV?

-UAV has become popular and widely used in various
industries
-"Unmanned Aerial Vehicle"; an aircraft with no human pilot
on board. Sometimes called UAS (Unmanned Aircraft
System) or drones



Disadvantages:
-difficulty in getting days 01 clear
skies

-The use of high resolution imagery
from satellite remote-sensing and
generated computer graphics for
the same purpose.

Current "rec1l1lolo~:r:
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-For precise, informed & sustainable
management of oil palm plantations:

UAV for PRECISION AGRICULTURE

Why UAV?

.Idvanced "/echno!Of.{r:
< "

-Traditionally done by the use of
theodolite-assisted, land survey for
the land preparation (terrace, roads
and row constructions)

Disadvantages:
-Laborious, low productivity, higher
cost

Antiquated "lec/nlOlo;;:\':



Antiquated Technology:

-Traditionally done by the use of
theodolite-assisted, land survey for
the land preparation (terrace, roads
and row constructions)

Disadvantages:
-Laborious, low productivity, higher
cost
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Current Technology:

-The use of high resolution imagery
from satellite remote-sensing and
generated computer graphics for
the same purpose.

Disadvantages:
-difficulty in getting days of clear
skies



Advanced Technology:
-For precise, informed & sustainable
management of oil palm plantations:

UAV for PRECISION AGRICULTURE
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Benefits ola UAV survey
(vs traditional land survey lJS satellite imagery)

-site work carried out far quicker
-can be deployed anytime when needed
-does not affected by cloud (since it flies under the cloud)
-reduced exposure to risk for surveyors
-inaccessible/hazardous areas can be surveyed remotely
-high-resolution aerial imagery
-more cost effective (scalable)
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Phase A: Data acquisation
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Phase B: Data processing/analysis



Phase B: Dala processing/analysis
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~ase c: On-Site ImPlementati~
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Phase C: On-Site Implementation
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Phase A: Data acquisation

Phase B: Data processing/analysis
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-200ha to 500ha per day per UAV
-Cruise speed: 47 km/h (20 mph or 13m/s)
-Typical flying altitude: 100m to 300m
-Ground Spatial Resolution (GSD): 3.2cm (at 100m altitude)
-Endurance: 0.5 hour (single battery) to 3 hour (4 batteries
with minimal payload)
-Wingspan: 2.12m
-All take off weight: 5kg
-Camera: SONY NEX-5N or ILCE 5100 or A7R II
(16Megapixel, 16mm lense) swapable for multi or
hyperspectral
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Flight Planning



UAV & Launcher setup



Launching / Take-off



Aerial photo capturing
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Recovering / Landing
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Phase B: Data processing/analysis
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RalV aerialphoto



Sticthing'/orthomosaicing



Import to GIS soft(p)are for
further analysis
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Tree counting analysis
-According to Int,
all public listed Ci

assets (palm tret

-Manual on-site 1
laborious

-Aerial imagery (
can be speed u~

-The process is I

tree counting al~

under 5 years
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-According to International Accounting Standard 41 (AS41)
all public listed company must account their biological
assets (palm tree) annually.

-Manual on-site tree counting is time consuming and
laborious

-Aerial imagery (captured by the UAV), the counting process
can be speed up

-The process is expedited further by using the automatic
tree counting algorithm (using eCognition bundle) for palm
under 5 years
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Plantation preparation

-Terracing map will be provided to ensure
healthy grown trees in plantation

Advantages:
"T'"L-. L-. •• ...J __....L-. .. _,

REDESIGNING RUBBER PlANTATION
FELDA SUKIT ROKAN BARAT
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OIL PALM PLANTATION INVENTORY
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-The process is expedited further by using the automallC
tree counting algorithm (using eCognition bundle) for palm
under 5 years

-Aerial imagery (captured by the UAV), the counting process
can be speed up

-Manual on-srte tree counting is time consuming and
laborious

-According to International Accounting Standard 41 (AS41)
all public listed compallY must account their biological
assets (palm tree) annually.

'/i'ee counting ana(l'sis
"

Plantation jJreparation

-Terracing map will be provided to ensure
healthy grown trees in plantation

Advantages:
-The manager can budget the cost of
replanting beforehand
-Avoid dispute (e.g: wrong claimed terraces
length that charged by the contractor)
-Can estimate the number of tree that each
settler gets

REDESIGNtW RUBBER PlANTATION
fELDA BlIKlT ROKIIN BARAT......,"'""""',"',,

Contractor \
-Main road
-Agriculture,
-The panerr
-Number of
-Coordinate
-Length of tE



Plantation preparation

-Terracing map will be provided to ensure
healthy grown trees in plantation

Advantages:
-The manager can budget the cost of
replanting beforehand
-Avoid dispute (e.g: wrong claimed terraces
length that charged by the contractor)
-Can estimate the number of tree that each
settler gets
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Plantation jJreparation

-Terracing map will be provided to ensure
healthy grown trees in plantation

Advantages:
-The manager can budget the cost of
replanting beforehand
-Avoid dispute (e.g: wrong claimed terraces
length that charged by the contractor)
-Can estimate the number of tree that each
settler gets

REO'ESlGHtNG RUBBER P\.ANTATlON
FElDA6UKITROKAN~T
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Contractor version has information of:
-Main road
-Agriculture/network road
-The pattern of the terrace
-Number of terraces on each hills
-Coordinate of each terrace
-Length of terrace

Irrigation of
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In has information of:

lark road
he terrace
.ces on each hills
ach terrace
:e

Settlers version has informat
of:
-Lot owner
-Lot number and location
-Number of tree per lot
-Lot hectarage

Can import the map into
smartphones using Locus ap
(available on Google Play
Store) for easier navigation ~

one place to another place





.Al!riaI imagety (caplUfed by !he UAV). !he COllI*'\I pnx:ess
ca'l be speed up

.TlIe process IS e~pedjIed!Urlher by USIA!I the IWAOfTIaIlC
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under 5 yel'llS
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Plantation preparation

-Terracing map will be provided 10 ensure
healthy grown trees in planlation

Advantages:
-The manager can bUdget the cost of
replanting beforehand
-Avoid dispute (e.g: wrong claimed terraces
length that charged by the cOnlractor)
-Can estimate the number of tree that each
settler gets
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Contract(l( version has information of:
-Mam road
-Agriculture/netwof1< road
-The pattern 01 the terrace
-Number of terraces on each hills
-Coordinate of each terrace
-length of terrace

Settlers v
0':
-Lot ClWnE
-Lot numt
-Number,
-lot hectc

Canimpo
smMpho
(available
Store) for
one place
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plantation field
·Irrigation is needed on dry land 10
obtain as much yield as other land

·Water reservoir is placed on eachp,,,'
-Water is (!islributed I.lSlOQ primary
(large plpes) and secondary (smal
pipes) USIng gravily



Irritation of
plantation field

-Irrigation is needed on dry land to
obtain as much yield as other land

-Water reservoir is placed on each
peak

-Water is distributed using primary
(large pipes) and secondary (small
pipes) using gravity

Benefits:
-Plantation managers can anticipate
the installation cost beforehand and
avoid material waste
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3D JELAI IRRIGATION
N

+
BLOCK AREA COVER TOTAL DISTANCE (m)

(m') (ha) MAIN PIPE SECOND PIPE
1 182405.21 18.241 815.828 8579.083
2 183433.74 18.343 774.661 8013.105
3 152477.94 15.247 751.201 7916.701
4 125102.65 12.51 676.682 6752.092
5 93990.105 9.399 452.883 4734.868
6 48390.165 4.839 222.419 2923.312

AL 6 785799.81 78.579 3693.674 38919.161

LEGEND

• WATER TANK

-- MAIN PIPE

SECOND PIPE

- CONTOUR

o BLOCK BOUNDARY

TOT



length that chargeYd by th~ ~~~i~;ct~~)· ---
-Can estimate the number of tree that each
settler gets

Irrigation of
plantation field

-Irrigation is needed on dry land to
obtain as much yield as other land

-Water reservoir is placed on each
peak

-Water is distributed using primary
(large pipes) and secondary (smail
pipes) using gravity

Benefits:
-Plantation managers can anticipate
the installation cost beforehand and
avoid material waste
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Disease detection
-traditionally done through field survey
-current technology: using near infrared
(NIR) remote sensing data
-tree health conditions were mapped using
raster statistical analysis (i,e: ratio of
healthy pixels over an entire tree pixel
within the tree crown)

Benefit:
-allow managers to identify location of
unhealthy for funher diagnosis and
treatment
-allocate better peslicidesffertilizer portion
for the affected area
-track the spread of disease
-monitor seasonal or annual changes in
tree health



Disease detection

pipes) uSing gravity

Benefits:
-Plantation managers can anticipate
the installation cost beforehand and
avoid material waste

a

-traditionally done through field survey
-current technology: using near infrared
(NIR) remote sensing data
-tree health conditions were mapped using
raster statistical analysis (i.e: ratio of
healthy pixels over an entire tree pixel
within the tree crown)

Benefit:
-allow managers to identify location of
unhealthy for further diagnosis and
treatment
-allocate better pesticides/fertilizer portion
for the affected area
-track the spread of disease
-monitor seasonal or annual changes in
tree health UNHEALTHY PAlM TREE DETECTED USING

INFRA-RED CAMERA
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Phase C: On-Site Implementation
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Load proposed map into tablet



Mount GNSS receiver & tablet
on the vehicle







Vehicle operators begin on-site
work



Completed terraces., roads &
drainages
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Aerial photoshoot & filming
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